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Abstract - Automatic salient object regions detection across images, without any prior information or knowledge of the 
contentsof the corresponding images, enhances many computer vision and computer graphics applications.In the existing 
paper consider feature based on global and local features, which complement each other to compute a saliency map.The 
proposed approach automatically detects salient regions in an image dataset.The proposed algorithm based on applies super 
pixel segmentation appearance model.To improve the performance of saliency map estimation, based on super pixels as 
features algorithm to resolve the saliency estimation from a trimap via a learning-based algorithm.introduce a novel 
technique to automatically detect salient regions of an image via high-dimensional color transform. Our main idea is to 
represent a saliency map of an image as a linear combination of high-dimensional color space where salient regions and 
backgrounds can be distinctively separated. This is based on an observation that salient regions often have distinctive colors 
compared to the background in human perception, but human perception is often complicated and highly nonlinear. By 
mapping a low dimensional RGB color to a feature vector in a high-dimensional color space, we show that we can linearly 
separate the salient regions from the background by finding an optimal linear combination of color coefficients in the high-
dimensional color space. Our high dimensional color space incorporates multiple color representations including RGB, 
CIELab, HSV and with gamma corrections to enrich its representative power. The experimental results on different 
benchmark datasets show that proposed approach is effective in comparison with the previous state-of-the-art saliency 
estimation methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The humans, are experts at quickly and 
accuratelyidentifying the most visually 
noticeableforeground object in the scene, known as 
salient objects,and adaptively focus our attention on 
such perceivedimportant regions. In contrast, 
computationally identifyingsuch salient object 
regions, that matchthe human annotators’ behaviour 
when they have beenasked to pick a salient object in 
an image, is verychallenging. Being able to 
automatically, efficiently, andaccurately estimate 
salient object regions, however, ishighly desirable 
given the immediate ability to characterisethe spatial 
support for feature extraction, isolatethe object from 
potentially confusing background, andpreferentially 
allocate finite computational resources forsubsequent 
image processing. 
 
Based on a biologically-plausible visual attention 
architectureand feature integration theory,the well-
known saliency model, which computes feature 
mapsof luminance, color and orientation using a 
center-surroundoperator across different scales, and 
performs normalizationand summation to generate 
the saliency map. Salient regionsshowing high local 
contrast with their surrounding regions canbe 
highlighted in the saliency map. Inspired by the 
centre-surroundscheme used in It is saliency model, 
image saliencyis measured using more features such 
as local contrast ofcolor, texture and shape feature, 

multi-scale contrast,ordinal signatures of edge and 
color orientation histograms, oriented subband 
decomposition-based energy, andlocal regression 
kernel-based self-resemblance. The keyfactor for 
realizing the center-surround scheme is the 
selectionof surrounding region, which is selected as 
the hole imageregion in the frequency-tuned saliency 
model, and themaximum symmetric region. The 
regionsegmentation result, the center-surround 
differences on fivefeatures including color contrast, 
size, symmetry, orientationand eccentricity of regions 
are fully exploited to generate aregion-level saliency 
map. 
 
It should be noted that some of the aforementioned 
saliencymodels generate spotlight saliency 
maps,which generally can only highlight the center 
portion and/orthe high-contrast boundaries of salient 
objects, but cannot suppressthe high-contrast 
background regions. The other saliencymodels can 
highlight the salient regionsmore completely and 
suppress the background regions moresufficiently, 
and generally improve the quality of the 
generatedsaliency maps. Undoubtedly, the latter class 
of saliency maps ismore suitable for salient object 
segmentation. If simple thresholdingoperations are 
performed on the saliency maps, the obtainedsalient 
objects using the latter class of saliency maps 
aregenerally better. The convex hull analysis is 
performedon several binary object masks, which are 
generated bythresholding different feature-based 
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saliency maps, to select theone with the most 
compact shape to represent the salient 
object.However, the thresholding operation is only 
sufficient forthose clear saliency maps, in which the 
complete salient objectis highlighted with well-
defined boundaries and background regionsare totally 
suppressed, to accurately extract the salient object. 
Therefore, more elaborate salient object segmentation 
approachesare needed for improving the 
segmentation quality andenhancing the applicability 
on various images.The development of salient region 
detection has oftenbeen inspired by the concepts of 
human visual perception.One important concept is 
how “distinct to a certain extent” the salient region is 
compared to the other parts of an image.As color is a 
very important visual cue to human, many 
salientregion detection techniques are built upon 
distinctive colordetection from an image.Showed that 
our proposed method can further 
improveperformance of other methods for salient 
region detection,by using their results as the initial 
saliency tri-map.  
 
II. RELATED WORK 
 
Representative works in salient region detection are 
reviewedin this section. We refer readers to for a 
moreextensive comparative study of state-of-the-art 
salient regiondetection techniques. 
 
A. Local-contrast-based models 
There are many previous methods that utilize low-
levelfeatures such as color and texture for saliency 
detection. The saliency detection method based 
oncolor contrast called “center-surround 
difference.”suggested a graph-based visual saliency 
(GBVS)model based on the Markovian approach. 
The viewed color and luminance in the frequency 
domainto compute an image’s saliency.Combined 
global and local contrast saliency to improvethe 
detection performance. The appliedKullback-Leibler 
divergence to the center-surrounddifference to 
combine different image features to computesaliency. 
The salient object segmentationwith multi-scale 
superpixel-based saliency and closedboundary prior. 
The uniqueness anddistribution of the CIELabcolor to 
find the salient region.The divided an image into a 
low-rank matrixand sparse noises to detect an object. 
A hierarchical model by computing contrast features 
of differentscales of an image, and fused them into a 
single mapusing a graphical model. 
Several methods estimated saliency in superpixel 
levelinstead of pixel-wise level to reduce the 
computational time. The salient object segmentation 
withmultiscale superpixel-based saliency and a closed 
boundaryprior. Their approach iteratively updates 
both the saliency mapand the shape prior under an 
energy minimization framework. The decomposed an 
image into compact andperceptually homogeneous 
elements, and then considered theuniqueness and 

spatial distribution of these elements in 
theCIELabcolor to detect salient regions. The 
background measure that characterizes the spatial 
layout ofimage regions with a novel optimization 
framework. 
These models tend to give a higher saliency at around 
edgesand texture areas that have high contrasts, 
where humans tendto focus on in an image. However, 
these models tend to catchonly parts of an object. 
Also, they tend to give non-uniformweight to the 
same salient object when different featurespresented 
in the same salient object. 
 
B. Global-contrast-based models 
The global color contrast withrespect to the entire 
image to detect salient regions. Thesemodels can 
detect salient regions of an image uniformly withlow 
computational complexity. A frequency-tuned 
approach to determine the center-surroundcontrast 
using the color and luminance in the frequency 
domain as features. The divided an image intotwo 
partsa low-rank matrix and sparse noisewhere 
theformer explains the background regions and the 
latter indicatesthe salient regions. A Gaussianmixture 
model (GMM)-based abstract representation 
methodthat simultaneously evaluates the global 
contrast differencesand spatial coherence to capture 
perceptually homogeneouselements and improve the 
salient region detection accuracy. The unique 
refocusing capability oflight fields can robustly 
handle challenging saliency detectionproblems such 
as similar foreground and background in asingle 
image. A pair of flash andno-flash images, inspired 
by the brightness of foregroundobjects for salient 
region detection. 
These global-contrast-based models provide reliable 
resultsat low computational cost as they mainly 
consider a fewspecific colors that separate the 
foreground and the backgroundof an image without 
using spatial relationships. 
 
C. Statistical-learning-based models 
Jointly estimates the segmentation of objectslearned 
by a trained classifier called the auto-context modelto 
enhance an appearance-based energy minimization 
frameworkfor salient region detection. The rankedthe 
similarity of image regions with foreground cues 
andbackground cues using graph-based manifold 
ranking basedon affinity matrices and successfully 
conducted saliency detection.An unsupervised 
approach to learnpatches that are highly likely to be 
parts of salient objectsfrom un-labelled images and 
then sampled the object saliencymap to find object 
locations and detect saliency regions. A saliency 
measure via dense andsparse representation errors of 
each image region using a setof background 
templates as the basis for reconstruction, andthey 
constructed the saliency map by integrating 
multiscalereconstruction errors. A bottom-upsaliency 
detection algorithm that considers the 
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appearancedivergence and spatial distribution of 
salient objects and thebackground using the time 
property in an absorbing Markovchain. An optimal 
set of salient seedsobtained by learning a large 
margin formulation of the discriminantsaliency 
principle. 
These models are usually highly accurate and have 
asimple detection structure. However, they tend to 
requirea lot of computational time. Therefore, 
superpixel-wisesaliency detection is used to 
overcome the high computationalcomplexity. 
 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
The proposed over-segment an image into super 
pixels and estimate aninitial saliency map using 
existing saliency detection techniques.From the initial 
saliency map, we threshold it toobtain a trimap where 
pixel colors within the definite foregroundand the 
definite background regions will be used asinitial 
color samples of the salient regions and 
background.Then, we map the low-dimensional color 
into the highdimensionalcolor transform space and 
estimate an optimallinear combination of color 
channels subject to the colorsamples’ constraints. 
Finally, we combine color valuesin the high-
dimensional color space to obtain our saliencymap. 
 
A. Initial Salient Regions Detection 
Superpixel Saliency Features As demonstrated in 
recentworks, features from superpixels are 
effectiveand efficient for salient object detection. For 
an inputimage, I, we first perform an over-
segmentation to formsuperpixelsX = {X … … X }. 
We use the SLIC super pixel because of its low 
computational cost and high performanceand we set 
the number of superpixels at N = 500.To build feature 
vectors for saliency detection, wecombine multiple 
information that are commonly used insaliency 
detection. We first concatenate superpixels’ x- andy-
locations into our feature vector. The location feature 
isused because humans tend to pay more attention to 
objectsthat are located around the center of an image. 
Second,we concatenate the color features as this is 
one of themost important cues in the human visual 
system and certaincolors tend to draw more attention 
than the others.We compute the average pixel color 
and represent the colorfeatures using different color 
space representations. 
The concatenate the histogram feature since this isone 
of the most effective measurements for the saliency 
featureas demonstrate. The histogram feature is 
measuredby using the chi-square distance between 
histograms. 

D =
(h − h )
(h + h )      (1) 

 
where b is the number of histogram bins and we use 
eight bins foreach histogram. For texture and shape 

features, we utilize the area ofsuperpixel, histogram 
of gradients (HOG) and the singularvalue feature. 
The HOG provides appearance featuresby using 
around the pixels’ gradient information at fastspeed. 
Ituses the HOG features implement which has 31 
dimensions. The SingularValue Feature (SVF) is used 
to detect the blurred regionfrom a test image, because 
a blurred region often tendsto be a background. The 
SVF is a feature based on eigen imageswhich 
decompose an image by a weighted summationof a 
number of eigen-images, where each weight isthe 
singular value obtained by SVD. The eigen-images 
correspondingto the largest singular values determine 
the over-all outline of the original image and other 
smaller singularvalues depict detail information. 
Hence, some of the largestsingular values occupy 
much higher weights for blurred images. 
 
B. Trimap Construction 
The initial saliency map usuallydoes not detect salient 
objects accurately and may containmany ambiguous 
regions. This trimap construction step isto identify 
very salient pixels from the initial saliency mapthat 
definitely belong to salient regions and 
backgrounds,and use our high-dimensional color 
transform method to resortthe ambiguities in the 
unknown regions. In order to catch the salient pixels 
more accurately, instead of using asingle global 
threshold to obtain our trimap from the initialsaliency 
map, we propose using a multi-scale analysis with 
adaptivethresholding. seven-level thresholdin each 
subregion. After merging the three-different 
scalethreshold saliency maps by summation, we 
obtain a locallythreshold 21-level map T0. This new 
saliency maphas better local contrast than the initial 
saliency map. Therefore,it is able to locally capture 
very salient regions eventhough the local region 
might not be the most salient globallywithin the 
whole image. 

T(i) =
1    if T′(i) ≥ 18
0      if T ′(i) ≤ 6
unknown     else

      (2) 

 
C. High-Dimensional Color Transform 
Colors are importantvisual cues to our human visual 
system. The RGB color spacedoes not fully 
correspond to the space where the humanbrain 
processes colors. It is also inconvenient to 
processcolors in the RGB space since illumination 
and colors arenested here. For these reasons, many 
different color spaceshave been introduced such as 
YUV, YIQ, CIELab, HSV,etc. Nevertheless, it is still 
unknown which color space isthe best to process 
images, especially for applications likesaliency 
detection that are tightly correlated to our 
humanperception. Instead of picking a particular 
color space forprocessing, we introduce a high-
dimensional color transformwhich unifies the 
strength of many different color representations. Our 
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goal is to find a linear combination ofcolor 
coefficients in the high dimensional color 
transformspace such that colors of salient regions and 
colors of backgroundscan be distinctively separated. 
The concatenateonly the nonlinear RGB transformed 
color spacebecause the effects of the coefficients of 
linear transformedcolor space such as YUV/YIQ, will 
be cancelled when linearly combine the color 
coefficient to form our saliencymap. The color spaces 
we concatenated include the CIELabcolor space, and 
the hue and saturation channel in the HSVcolor 
space. We also include color gradients in the 
RGBspace since our human perception is more 
sensitive to relativecolor differences instead of 
absolute color values. Thedifferent magnitudes in the 
color gradients can also handlecases when salient 
regions and backgrounds have differentamount of 
defocus and different color contrast. In summary,11 
different color channel representations are used in 
ourhigh-dimensional color transform space. 
To further enrich the representative power of our 
highdimensionalcolor transform space, we apply 
gamma correctionsto each of the color coefficients 
after normalizingthe coefficient between [0; 1]. The 
gamma values we usedrange from 0.5 to 2 for each 
0.5 interval. This results in al = 44 high-dimensional 
vector to represent the colors ofan image: 
 

K = R G B … . . ∈ ℝ ×    (3) 
 
The nonlinear gamma correction takes into account 
that human perception responds nonlinearly to 
incoming illumination.It also stretches/compresses 
the intensity contrastwithin different ranges of color 
coefficients. 
 
D. Saliency Map Construction via Optimal Linear 

Combination of Coefficients 
To obtain our saliency map, itutilizesthe definite 
foreground and definite background colorsamples in 
our trimap to estimate an optimal linear 
combinationof color coefficients to separate the 
salient regioncolor and the background color. 
Itformulates this problemas a least square problem 
which minimizes: 

 
min (U− K )     (4) 

where α ∈ ℝ  is the coefficient vector that we want to 
estimateK  is a M × l  matrix with each row of 
Kcorrespondingto a color samples in the definite 
foreground/background regions,M is the number of 
color samples in the definite foreground/background 
regions(M ≪ N), U is an M dimensionalvector with 
its value equal to one if a color samplebelongs to the 
definite foreground and 0 if a color samplebelongs to 
the definite background. Since we have a 
greaternumber of color samples than the dimensions 
of the coefficientvector, this least square problem is a 

good conditionproblem which can be solved easily 
using standard linearequation solvers. 
After get the optimal coefficient it can constructthe 
saliency map as: 

S (X ) = K α ,    i = 1,2, … . N    (5) 

which denotes the linear combination of the color 
coefficientof our high-dimensional color transform 
space. Sincethe initial color samples may be limited, 
we repeat the processesdescribed in this section to 
identify more reliable color samples and to further 
separate the color distance betweenthe salient region 
and the background. In our experiments,we found 
that three iterations are sufficient to convergeto a 
stable accurate saliency map. Figure 5 illustratesthe 
idea of using linear combination of color coefficient 
forsaliency detection. 
 
E. Spatial Refinement 
In our final step, we further refine saliency map using 
spatial information. The idea is to givemore weight to 
pixels which are closer to the definite 
foregroundregion and vice versa for pixels that are 
closer tothe definite background region in the trimap. 
The spatialsaliency map is defined as. 
 

S (X ) = exp −k
min ∈ℱ(d p , p )
min ∈ (d p , p )

   (6) 

 
wheremin ∈ℱ(d p , p ) and min ∈ d p , p are 
theminimum Euclidean distance from ith pixel to a 
definiteforeground pixel and to a definite background 
pixel respectively.In our experiment, we set the 
parameter k = 0:5.The final saliency map is obtained 
adding the color-basedsaliency map and the spatial 
saliency map: 
 

S (X ) = S (X ) + S (X )   i = 1,2 … N   (7) 
 
Visual examples of our estimated step-by-step 
saliencymaps are presented, To speed up our 
refinementprocesses, we perform saliency map 
refinements in super pixellevel using the mean color 
of a super pixel as a pixelcolor, and the center 
location of a super pixel as a pixel location. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The performances of algorithm against previous 
algorithms on three representativebenchmark 
datasets: the MSRA salient objectdataset, the 
Extended Complex Scene Saliency Dataset(ECCSD), 
and the Interactive Co-Segmentation Dataset. The 
MSRA dataset contains 5,000 imageswith the pixel-
wise ground truth by the authors provided. This 
dataset contains comparatively obvioussalient objects 
on the simple background and is consideredas a less 
challenging dataset in saliency detection. TheECCSD 
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dataset contains 1,000 images with multiple 
objects,which makes the detection tasks much more 
challenging.Unlike the MSRA dataset, test images in 
this datasetare more like real world images. So, this 
dataset can test thegeneralization ability of the salient 
region detection methods.Finally, the iCoSeg 
contains 643 images with multipleobjects in a single 
image. This dataset is quite interestingbecause it 
contains many people which are relatively hardto 
detect as salient objects. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Comparison of existing and proposed algorithm 

 
The fig 1 show the overall precision and recall of the 
salient region detection. Compare with existing the 
proposed system have high accuracy of the precision 
value so the proposed system an efficient salient 
region detection. 
 
The figure 2 show the result overall f-Measure value 
of the proposed system. The proposed super pixel and 
HOG feature give high accuracy of salient region 
detection in the image. 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Comparison of existing and proposed algorithm with F-
measure value 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
To improve the performance of saliency map 
estimation, based on super pixels as features 
algorithm to resolve the saliency estimation from a 
trimap via a learning-based algorithm. introduce a 
novel technique to automatically detect salient 
regions of an image via high-dimensional color 
transform. Our main idea is to represent a saliency 
map of an image as a linear combination of high-
dimensional color space where salient regions and 
backgrounds can be distinctively separated. This is 
based on an observation that salient regions often 
have distinctive colors compared to the background 
in human perception, but human perception is often 
complicated and highly nonlinear. By mapping a low 
dimensional RGB color to a feature vector in a high-
dimensional color space, we show that we can 
linearly separate the salient regions from the 
background by finding an optimal linear combination 
of color coefficients in the high-dimensional color 
space. Our high dimensional color space incorporates 
multiple color representations including RGB, 
CIELab, HSV and with gamma corrections to enrich 
its representative power. The experimental results on 
different benchmark datasets show that proposed 
approach is effective in comparison with the previous 
state-of-the-art saliency estimation methods. 
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